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naSromSi ganxilulia idealuri konstruqciis (`sendviCis~) tipis 

wriuli moxazulobis mqone samfenovani firfita, romelic Sedgeba 
erTnairi ganapira mtkice muSa fenebisa da Sualeduri Semavseblisgan, 
romlis simtkicis maxasiaTeblebi gacilebiT naklebia muSa fenebis 
simtkicis maxasiaTeblebTan SedarebiT. firfita ganicdis sami sxvadasxva 
kanoniT ganawilebuli eqvivalenturi datvirTvis qmedebas. datvirTvis 
samive saxeobisTvis gamovTvlilia CaRunva da mRunavi momentebi, xolo 
maTi saSualebiT ki SerCeulia mzidi fenebisa da Sualeduri Semavseblis 
sisqeebi. miRebuli geometriuli maxasiaTeblebis SedarebiT dadginda, 
rom mzidi fenebis sisqe minimaluria, xolo Sualeduri Semavseblis - 

maqsimaluri, rodesac datvirTva nawildeba kanoniT -  
xolo mzidi fenebis sisqe maqsimaluria, Semavseblis ki minimaluri, 

rodesac datvirTva nawildeba kanoniT -  vinaidan 
CvenTvis mTavaria mzidi fenebis sisqe SevamciroT maqsimalurad, amitom 

datvirTvis optimaluri ganawilebaa kanoniT -  
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The paper deals with a rounded three-layered plate of an ideal construction type 

(,,sandwich-type3), that consists of similar outside working plates and internal supplement. The 
features  of  firmness of  the middle layer  are  less  than of  the outside layers.  We have loaded the 
plate by three same growth of load, distributed in accordance with three different rules and 
selected the best alternative from those. We have calculated the size of curviness and bending 
moments for each of the three loads and by that we have ascertained the thickness of carrying 
plates and internal supplement. By comparison of resulted geometric features, we have seen that 
the thickness of the carrying layers is minimal and the thickness of the middle supplementary 
layer is maximal, when the load is distributed by the rule - . And the thickness of 
the carrying layers is maximal and the thickness of the middle supplementary layer is minimal, 



when the load is distributed by following rule - . As we need to decrease the 
thickness of carrying layers maximally, the optimal distribution of load has to be in accordance 

with the rule - .      
 


